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Supertunia Hanging Baskets
Sun/Partial Sun
Let dry between watering
Feed every other watering
The Supertunia varieties are quite commonly used in a high light and/or strong sun
area either in hanging baskets or planters. Supertunias are almost foolproof for use
in and around a hot sunny location if they are properly taken care of. Weekly
maintenance will promote growth and provide a beautiful basket all season long. It
is our recommendation that you consider trimming the baskets once a month
during the growing season. Reducing the foliage by trimming approximately 25%
will not only promote lush new growth, but it will protect the plant from getting
leggy and too difficult to manage. Supertunias are heavy feeders, so watering with
a Bloom Booster fertilizer is essential throughout the season. Common pests
include aphids and Thrips, therefore monthly preventative treatments are
encouraged.
Dipladenia/Mandevilla Hanging Baskets
Sun/Partial Sun
Very dry between watering
Feed every other watering
The Dipladenia/Mandevilla baskets are designed specifically for a hot sunny
location or a location that is hard to reach on a regular basis. The
Dipladenia/Mandevilla baskets can go for several days between watering and
benefit from hot drought-like conditions. Commonly used in areas of intense sun
and/or windy areas, it is recommended that these baskets be watered occasionally
to initiate bud development and growth. Watering with Bloom Booster fertilizer is
essential on a weekly basis to initiate and promote incredible flowering during the
season. Common pests include Aphids, which are attracted to the sweetness of the
bud and bloom. A monthly preventative spray is recommended. Hummingbirds
are attracted to the rich red color, so be very careful not to harm the Hummingbirds
when addressing any pest problems as we need to protect these beauties!
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Calibrachoa ‘Million Belles’ Hanging Baskets
Sun/Partial Sun
Let dry between watering
Feed every other watering
The Calibrachoa ‘Million Belles’ varieties are commonly used in a high light and/or
strong sun area, either in hanging baskets or planters. Calibrachoa ‘Million Belles’
are almost fool proof for use in and around a hot sunny location if they are properly
taken care of. Weekly maintenance will promote growth and provide a beautiful
basket all season. It is our recommendation that you consider trimming the baskets
once a month during the growing season. Reducing the foliage by trimming
approximately 15% will not only promote lush new growth but will protect the plant
from getting leggy and too difficult to manage. Calibrachoa ‘Million Belles’ are
heavy feeders, so watering with a Bloom Booster fertilizer is essential through-out
the season. Common pest includes Aphids and Thrips, therefore monthly
preventative treatments are encouraged.
Hybrid Begonia Hanging Baskets
Morning Sun/Shade
Let dry well between watering
Feed weekly
The Hybrid Begonia is known for its beauty during the summer and fall season.
Large beautiful flowers will remain on the plant all season long if it is properly
cared for. The Begonia families thrive in a shade to partial shade area, but can also
be used in partial sun once they have become acclimated. When using the Begonia
family in a full shade application, make sure that the soil condition stays on the dry
to touch side; this will ensure that the plant remains strong and healthy. If
overwatered, Begonias tend to rot and become weak in both the root system and
foliage. The dry condition will protect the plant for longevity. Fertilize the plant on
a weekly basis with a Bloom Booster fertilizer. Large mother style flowers will
sometimes become detrimental to the strength of the plant so removing the largest
flowers will protect the plant and still allow for smaller showy flowers to remain.
Common problems include Aphids and powdery mildew. To prevent mildew,
water plants in the morning hours and use sulfur based sprays to prevent mildew.
Watering too much can be detrimental.
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Hybrid Nonstop Begonias Hanging Baskets
Morning Sun/Shade
Let dry well between watering
Feed weekly
The Hybrid Nonstop Begonia is known for their beauty during the summer and fall
seasons. Large beautiful flowers will remain on the plant all season long if it is
properly cared for. The Begonia families thrive in shade to partial shade and can
also be used in partial sun once they have become acclimated. When using
Begonias in a full shade location, make sure that the soil condition stays on the dry
to touch side. This will ensure that the plant remains strong and healthy. If
overwatered, Begonias tend to rot and become weak in both the root system and
foliage, so dry conditions will protect the plant for longevity. Fertilize the plant on a
weekly basis with a Bloom Booster fertilizer. Large mother style flowers will
sometimes become detrimental to the strength of the plant so removing the largest
flowers will protect the plant and still allow for smaller showy flowers to remain.
Common problems include Aphids and powdery mildew. To prevent mildew,
water plants in the morning hours and use sulfur based sprays to prevent mildew.
Watering too much can be detrimental.
Mixed Annual Hanging Baskets (within one container)
Full Sun/Partial Sun
Best to let dry well between watering
Heavy feeder
Mixed Annual hanging baskets will be gorgeous throughout the growing season if
properly cared for. The more sun that is provided for the mixed containers, the
more water that will be necessary to sustain the beauty of the plants during the
season. It is recommended that a monthly light trim will not only encourage new
growth and blooming, but protect one dominate grower from taking over the entire
planter. Trim the stronger varieties a little heavier when grooming. Sun not only
promotes growth and blooming, it will keep you busy watering, so pay close
attention. We encourage you to use a Bloom Booster fertilizer to promote flowering,
but an occasional Petunia acid food will help as well. Common problems include
Aphids and Thrips. Light trimming not only helps with this but an occasional
preventative spray will do wonders. It is essential to rotate the basket into the sun
on occasion if used in a semi shaded area.
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Divine Series Hybrid Impatiens Hanging Baskets
Sun/Partial Sun
Slightly dry between watering
Low/Medium feeder
The Divine series hybrid Impatiens hanging baskets are commonly used in an area
that is a focal point when viewed from a close proximity. The beauty of the large
brilliant flowers, and the sharpness of the vivid colors, not only adds to any accent
area but the carefree approach taken when caring for this basket will be a benefit to
all users throughout the season. Impatiens plants not only tolerate a high light area
if properly taken care of, you can enjoy using them under a overhang or in a low
light application once they have acclimated to the condition. Fun as a close visual
accent plant, the common problems of Hybrid Impatiens are minimal. Occasional
Aphids are attracted to the sweetness of the new growth and flowers, so a
preventative is encouraged. Watering with an occasional Bloom Booster fertilizer is
also encouraged. Watering too much can be detrimental! Unlike the regular
bedding Impatiens, the Divine series hybrid Impatiens are not susceptible to the
Downey Mildew problems affecting the everyday impatiens crop today, thank
goodness!
Claridendron Hanging Baskets
Sun/Partial Sun
Very dry between watering
Feed every other watering
The Claridendron hanging baskets are designed specifically for hot sunny
locations, or a location that is hard to reach on a regular basis. The Claridendron
baskets can go for several days between watering and benefit from hot drought like
conditions. Commonly used in areas of intense sun and/or windy areas. It is
recommended that these baskets be watered occasionally to initiate bud
development and growth. Watering with Bloom Booster fertilizer is essential on a
weekly basis to initiate and promote incredible flowering during the season.
Common pest problems such as Aphids are attracted to the sweetness of the bud
and bloom. A monthly preventative spray is recommended. Hummingbirds are
attracted to their rich red color.
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Super Belles Hanging Baskets
Sun/Partial Sun
Let dry between watering
Feed every other watering
Super Belles varieties are quite commonly used in a high light and/or strong sun
area either in hanging baskets or planters. Super Belles are almost foolproof for
use in and around a hot sunny location if they are properly taken care of. Weekly
maintenance will promote growth and provide a beautiful basket all season. It is
our recommendation that you consider trimming the baskets once a month during
the growing season. Reducing the foliage by trimming approximately 25% will not
only promote lush new growth but will protect the plant from getting leggy and too
difficult to manage. Super Belles are heavy feeders, so watering with a Bloom
Booster fertilizer is essential throughout the season. Common pests include Aphids
and Thrips, therefore monthly preventative treatment is encouraged.
Ivy Geranium Hanging Baskets
Full sun/Partial Sun
Best to let dry well between watering
Heavy feeder
Ivy Geranium hanging baskets will be gorgeous throughout the growing season if
properly cared for. The more sun that is provided for the containers, the more
water that will be necessary to sustain the beauty during the season. However,
make sure that you don't get too heavy with the watering, they don't like soggy
roots! It is recommended that a bi-monthly light trim will encourage new growth.
Trim the stronger varieties a little heavier when grooming. Sun not only promotes
growth and blooming but will keep you busy when watering, so pay close attention.
Do not water Ivy Geraniums in the heat of the day as this can develop a condition
call Edema, or blasting of the tissue cells. When the cold water rushes into a hot leaf
surface it causing a series of bumps on the reverse side of the foliage, therefore
water only in the am when the foliage is cool. We encourage you to use a Bloom
Booster fertilizer to promote flowering. Common problems include Aphids and
Thrips, so light trimming not only helps with this but an occasional preventative
spray will do wonders. It is essential to rotate the basket into the sun on occasion if
used in a semi shaded area to encourage even growth and flowering.
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Torenia Hanging Baskets
Sun/Partial Sun
Slightly dry between watering
Heavy feeder
The beauty of the Torenia hanging basket wishbone shaped flowers, and the
sharpness of the vivid colors, adds to any accent area. The carefree approach taken
when caring for this basket will be a benefit to all users throughout the season.
Torenia plants tolerate a high light area if properly taken care of, so you can enjoy
using them under an overhang or in a low light application. Fun as a close visual
accent plant, the common problems of Torenia are minimal. Occasional Aphids are
attracted to the sweetness of the new growth and flowers, so a preventative is
encouraged. Watering with an occasional Bloom Booster fertilizer is highly
encouraged. Watering too much can be detrimental!
Bougainvillea Hanging Baskets
Sun/Partial Sun
Very dry between watering
Feed every other watering
The Bougainvillea hanging baskets are designed specifically for hot sunny locations
or a location that is hard to reach on a regular basis. The Bougainvillea baskets can
go for several days between watering and benefit from hot drought-like conditions.
Commonly used in areas of intense sun and/or windy areas, it is recommended that
these baskets be watered occasionally to initiate bud development and growth.
Watering with Bloom Booster fertilizer is essential on a weekly basis to initiate and
promote incredible flowering during the season. Common pest problems, such as
Aphids are attracted to the sweetness of the bud and bloom, so a monthly
preventative spray is highly recommended. Hummingbirds are attracted to the
Bougainvillea’s rich red coloring.
New Guinea Impatiens
Sun/Partial Sun
Slightly dry between watering
Heavy feeder
The New Guinea Impatiens hanging baskets are commonly used in an area that is a
focal point when viewed from a close proximity. The beauty of the large Impatiens
flowers, and the sharpness of the vivid colors, adds to any accent area. The carefree
approach taken when caring for this basket will be a benefit to all users throughout
the season. New Guinea plants tolerate a high light area if properly taken care of,
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so you can enjoy using them under an overhang or in a low light application. Fun as
a close visual accent plant, the common problems of New Guinea Impatiens are
minimal. Occasional Aphids are attracted to the sweetness of the new growth and
flowers; therefore, a monthly preventative is encouraged. Watering with an
occasional Bloom Booster fertilizer is highly encouraged. Watering too much can
be detrimental!
Moss Baskets/Fiber Baskets
Full/partial sun
Moist between watering
If you have never had one of our famous Moss or Fiber Hanging Baskets you are
about to experience an incredible ride. The Moss and Fiber baskets that we grow
are second to none. The time and expertise of our growers when designing and
planting these baskets allow for fool-proof care if properly attended to. We
encourage a daily visit to our Moss/Fiber baskets to ensure that the proper
moisture level in the soil is maintained. Too little water in a sunny and/or windy
area can cause a lot of problems if not properly attended to, so checking frequently
is essential. A slight trim on occasion not only promotes new growth and flowering,
but will ensure the baskets doesn't get so large and heavy the plant is damaged in a
heavy rain or wind, so don't be afraid to trim on occasion. The Moss/Fiber in our
baskets dries out quickly so daily heavy water is encouraged during the heat of the
season. Common pest problems include Aphids and Thrips, so checking on a
weekly basis is encouraged and doing a light trim and occasional preventative
spray is encouraged. Lots of water runs through the Moss/Fiber baskets when
watering, so using a slightly heavier Bloom Booster fertilizer concentrate is
welcomed by the basket.
Fuchsia Hanging Basket
Medium to low sunshine desired
Keep moist
The Fuchsia hanging baskets are commonly used as a beautiful focal point in an
entryway or hanging along an eve that gets slightly protected from the afternoon
sunshine. Hot intense heat can be hard to manage when tending to a Fuchsia plant.
The tricks that we encourage our customers to follow are simply to pay close
attention to your Fuchsias on sunny days. Fuchsias can sometimes look like they
are in need of attention, or water, but most of the time they are moist. Do not water
a wilted Fuchsia if the soil is moist. This flagging condition generally is due to
either extreme weather changes (such as two or three cloudy days, then a really
warm sunny day) and the plant must accumulate to the conditions. Overwatering
Fuchsias can be detrimental. When you do water a Fuchsia, give the plant enough
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water to maintain a moist soil, but not in access each time. Watering Fuchsias in the
morning hours will prevent any powdery mildew problems once you start having
cool nights. Checking weekly for Aphids and Mites will be helpful, and a simple
preventative spray approach will allow you to enjoy your plant through the entire
season. Fuchsias are heavy feeders, so a twice a week fertilizing with Bloom
Booster is encouraged and essential to a wonderful blooming season.
Hummingbirds love Fuchsias, especially the red varieties, so be careful with your
sprays, we don't want to harm those beauties!
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